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Case Study: Cameras Adds 
Protection for Public at Prison 
Introduction 
The State of Maryland has 27 correctional facilities 
throughout the state to help protect the public. It’s one of 
the largest departments in the state. Prisoners needed to 
be well monitored in the yard, as well as inside the 
building. Through innovation on this project, LTS helped 
increase security at the prison. The complex has a large 
area with many different buildings that needed to be 
covered with HD-TVI solutions. A clear picture was needed 
during all hours of the day and LTS upgraded the existing 
security system. 

Challenge 
Since the facilities needed 24-hour monitoring and an expectation of clear images with a 
video solution, high definition was a key factor for a successful upgrade. The facility also 
needed to ensure that video storage was kept for a standard amount of time in order to take 
any extra measures of evidence recordings when needed. 
  

At a Glance:  
Market: 
Large Infrastructure 
 
Location: 
Maryland 
 
Application: 
Placed in Prison Facility to 
watch inmates and protect 
the public  
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Solution 
The complex already had an older analog solution infrastructure setup and LTS wanted to 
utilize its existing cables. Therefore, it was easy for an installer to replace older analog 
cameras with HD-TVI solution. We used 15 Platinum HD-TVI Turret Cameras 2.1MP with 
WDR (CMHT1422W-28), eight Platinum HD-TVI Bullet Cameras 2.1MP (CMHR9422W), and 
connected them all to a Platinum Enterprise Level 32 Channel HD-TVI DVR 1.5U (LTD8432T-
FA). This allowed everything to be easily connected to existing coaxial cables in high 
definition.  

                     

Results  
The job was finished quickly and efficiently. The previous 
security system was outdated and the upgrade increased 
the picture quality. The larger 32 channel DVR also helped 
centralize all the cameras instead of using multiple 
systems they had before. There were certain cables that 
could be reused without any distance issues. 

Featured Products:  
 
 
(CMHT1422W-28) Platinum 
HD-TVI Turret Camera 2.1MP 
-WDR 
 
(CMHR9422W) Platinum HD-
TVI Bullet Camera 2.1MP 
 
(LTD8432T-FA) Platinum 
Enterprise Level 32 Channel  
HD-TVI DVR 1.5U 
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